Abstract. A complete and minimal relativistic Lagrangian is constructed at next-to-leading order for SU(3) chiral perturbation theory in the presence of baryon octet and baryon decuplet states. The Lagrangian has 13 terms for the pure decuplet sector, 6 terms for the transition sector from baryon octet to decuplet and (as already known from the literature) 16 terms for the pure octet sector. The minimal field content of 25 of these terms is meson-baryon four-point interactions. 3 terms give rise to the mass splitting for baryon octet and decuplet states, respectively. 2 terms give rise to overall mass shifts. 4 terms provide anomalous magnetic moments and a decuplet-to-octet magnetic transition moment. 1 term leads to an axial vector transition moment. It is shown that meson-baryon three-point coupling constants come in at leading order whereas no additional one appears in the minimal Lagrangian at next-to-leading order. Those low-energy constants that give rise to mass splitting and magnetic moments, respectively, are determined. Predictions are provided for radiative decays of decuplet to octet baryons.
Introduction and Summary
One of the research challenges within the framework of the standard model of particle physics [1] is to understand the non-perturbative confinement regime of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). At (very) low energies chiral perturbation theory (χPT) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ] provides a systematically improvable effective field theory to describe and predict QCD phenomena. Various versions of χPT have been developed for the lightest two and three quark flavors and for the purely mesonic sector as well as for the sector of the lowest lying baryons. In the beginning, a non-relativistic scheme has been used in the baryon sector, but more recently relativistic formulations have gained increasing importance; see, e.g., [6] for a recent review.
The perturbative expansion is carried out in powers of (three-)momenta and masses of the Goldstone bosons. Of course, expansion parameters must be dimensionless. The "hard" scales in the denominator that compensate for the dimensionful "soft" momenta and masses in the numerator are provided by two distinct QCD properties [7] . On the one hand, it is the scale of chiral symmetry breaking where loops become as important as tree-level diagrams. On the other hand, it is the scale where not considered degrees of freedom become active. If momenta become as large as any of the hard scales, the perturbative expansion breaks down. In the nucleon sector, the spin-3/2 ∆ baryon sets such a hard scale. Quantitatively it is the mass difference between ∆ and nucleon that comes into play. In practice, this mass difference is as low as 300 MeV [8] .
If one wants to extend the range of applicability of the effective-field-theory framework, it is conceivable to include additional higher-lying degrees of freedom -provided that it is possible to define a new systematic expansion scheme. For the two-flavor sector this implies to include the ∆ degrees of freedom, for the three-flavor sector it is the whole lowest-lying spin-3/2 decuplet [9] . Concerning two flavors see, for instance, [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and references therein; for three flavors see [15, 16, 17] .
Indeed, from the perspective of QCD for a large number of colors N c [18, 19] the nucleon and ∆ are degenerate [20, 21] . In the three-flavor symmetric limit this degeneracy extends to the octet and decuplet. This gives further credit to the idea of including the decuplet states as active degrees of freedom in χPT. Also from a practical point of view, there are indications that the convergence properties of baryon χPT can be improved by a relativistic setup and by the inclusion of the spin-3/2 states [20, 15, 22, 23] .
In the present work we will construct a complete relativistic next-to-leading-order (NLO) Lagrangian for the one-baryon three-flavor sector including the lowest-lying octet and decuplet states. The actual challenge is to provide a minimal Lagrangian, i.e. independent interaction terms that do not lead to the very same observables; see also the corresponding discussions in [24, 25, 26, 27] . This task has been carried out up to (including) next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in [26] for the two-flavor nucleon sector and in [27] for the three-flavor baryon-octet sector. To the best of our knowledge, the corresponding development for the decuplet sector is missing. We start to fill this gap by providing a complete and minimal NLO Lagrangian.
As a second more practical motivation for the present work we note that we are entering a time with increasing experimental activities in the sector of hyperon spectroscopy. Electromagnetic decays of excited hyperons allow to learn about the intrinsic structure of baryons; see also [28] for an introduction to the physics background. In particular, the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) will provide excellent opportunities to produce and measure strange hadrons and their radiative decay products (photons and electron-positron pairs). For the upcoming phase 0 of FAIR it is planned that the two collaborations HADES (High Acceptance DiElectron Spectrometer) [29] andPANDA (Antiproton ANnihilation at DArmstadt) [30] will jointly carry out such analyses.
1 So far the rather elementary radiative decay processes of a decuplet baryon to an octet baryon and a real photon have only been observed for some of the decuplet members [8] . We hope that this situation will be improved in the near future. Therefore we regard it as a good time to provide NLO predictions for these decays as a rough guideline of what to expect.
Let us give a qualitative summary of the results that will be provided in detail in the main part of this work. Like in all other sectors of χPT [24, 25, 26, 27 ] the majority of higher-order interaction terms gives rise to four-point interactions if one restricts them to their minimal field content. In particular, at NLO there are 14 meson-baryon four-point interactions that involve the decuplet states. They add to the already known [31] 11 four-point interactions between mesons and baryon-octet states. In the absence of stable hyperons and mesons, it is difficult to have enough low-energy data to determine all these lowenergy constants. For an attempt to pin down parameters in the two-flavor sector see [32] .
The minimal field content of the other NLO interaction terms leads to mass shifts and mass splitting and to three-point interactions involving external vector and axial vector fields. We will determine as many as possible of the corresponding low-energy constants.
But it is also interesting to discuss which interactions do not appear at NLO. The leading-order (LO) Lagrangian provides meson-baryon three-point interactions. Interestingly there are no additional meson-baryon three-point interactions at NLO. This statement applies to our threeflavor case and therefore also carries over to the two-flavor case. Yet in the literature, one can find such NLO threepoint interactions. But it is easy to understand why they are redundant. To this end let us look separately on flavor symmetric and flavor-symmetry breaking three-pointinteraction terms.
Concerning the flavor symmetric three-point interactions one has in general as many independent terms as 1 K. Peters and J. Stroth, private communications.
there are possible partial waves. Suppose one has found such a set that accommodates all partial waves. Any other term must be on-shell equivalent to the terms of this set because in a three-point interaction there are no free kinematical variables, i.e. no energy dependence. Offshell differences between various three-point interactions can be compensated by appropriate contact interactions; see, e.g., [33] .
Based on parity symmetry we must have odd orbital angular momentum for the three-point interactions of the pseudoscalar mesons with positive-parity baryons. One has only p-waves for the three-point interactions of the pseudoscalar mesons with baryon octets. For the threepoint interactions of the pseudoscalar mesons with one baryon-octet and one baryon-decuplet field, there is also only a p-wave. For the three-point interaction of pseudoscalar mesons with baryon decuplets one can have a por an f-wave. The latter, however, must be of order O(p 3 ) which is only NNLO.
Flavor breaking three-point interactions appear at order O(p 2 ) but, as already pointed out, one has non-vanishing orbital angular momentum. Thus it is at least a p-wave. Therefore the flavor breaking terms appear only at order O(p 3 ), which is NNLO. In the main part of this paper, we collect a couple of technical developments of how to rewrite interaction terms. In that way, we hope that the present work helps to sort out which interaction terms are manifestly distinct and which are redundant. The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. In section 2 we provide basic definitions and the (already established) LO Lagrangian of baryon octet plus decuplet χPT. The main part of the work is carried out in section 3 where a complete and minimal NLO Lagrangian is established. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the determination of some of the NLO low-energy constants. Section 5 also provides NLO predictions for radiative decays of decuplet states. Appendices are added to point out some technical aspects.
Chiral perturbation theory and the leading-order Lagrangian
The LO chiral Lagrangian including the spin-3/2 decuplet states is given by [20, 15, 16, 14, 17] 
with tr denoting a flavor trace.
We have introduced the totally antisymmetrized products of two and three gamma matrices 2 [1] ,
and
respectively. Our conventions are: γ 5 := iγ 0 γ 1 γ 2 γ 3 and ǫ 0123 = −1 (the latter in agreement with [1] but opposite to [14, 34] ). If a formal manipulation program is used to calculate spinor traces and Lorentz contractions a good check for the convention for the Levi-Civita symbol is the last relation in (3).
The spin-1/2 octet baryons are collected in (B
In particular, the choice of upper and lower flavor indices is used to indicate that upper indices transform with h 2 Throughout this work, when using the phrase "gamma matrices" we have the four gamma matrices γ µ , µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, in mind, not γ5.
under flavor transformations while the lower components transform with h † . The chirally covariant derivative for a (baryon) octet is defined by
for a decuplet T by
for an anti-decuplet by
and for the Goldstone boson fields by
with
where v and a denote external sources. In (1) m (8) (m (10) ) denotes the mass of the baryon octet (decuplet) in the chiral limit. For the octet and for the decuplet the flavor breaking terms that appear at NLO are capable of splitting up the baryon masses such that they are sufficiently close to the physical masses. This will be discussed in section 4 .
Standard values for the coupling constants are The value for h A can be determined from the partial decay width Σ * → π Λ or Σ * → π Σ yielding h A = 2.3 ± 0.1 [28] . In the cascade sector the better determined decay width comes from the neutral cascade [8] . This leads to h A = 2.00 ± 0.06. From the ∆ → π N decay one finds h A = 2.88 [28] . Note that the determination of partial decay widths is easier for narrow states than for broad resonances. Thus the extraction of h A from hyperon decays is preferable. One might also look at large-N c estimates for two or three flavors: h A = 3g A / √ 2 ≈ 2.67 according to [12, 14, 34] or h A = 2 √ 2D ≈ 2.26 according to [21, 16] . All these values are in the range h A = 2.4 ± 0.5. Such a flavor breaking effect of 20% appears completely acceptable for a leading-order calculation of the decay widths.
Finally one has to specify H A . In absence of a simple direct observable to pin it down, we take estimates from large-N c considerations: [14, 34] or H A = 9F − 3D ≈ 1.74 [21, 16] . We have checked explicitly that the sign of H A is in agreement with [14, 34] and also with [16] . For quark-model estimates of these coupling constants see [35, 36] .
In (1) we have written down the simplest interaction terms for the decuplet baryons. Their Lorentz and spinor structure is given by vector-spinors as suggested in [37] . A somewhat unpleasant feature of these Rarita-Schwinger fields is the fact that they describe not only spin-3/2 degrees of freedom but in addition spin-1/2 modes. The free Lagrangian is chosen such that the spin-1/2 modes are frozen. Only the spin-3/2 modes constitute propagating degrees of freedom. In other words, the free Lagrangian produces constraint equations together with the equations of motion. Yet in the presence of interactions the spin-1/2 modes can contribute. Actually, they give rise to additional contact interactions. There are several suggestions in the literature how to deal with this influence of the frozen spin-1/2 modes. One possibility is to analyze the structure of the constraints and its impact on the coupling constants for the most general interaction terms [11, 13] . Another possibility is to construct the interaction terms such that the spin-1/2 modes are projected away [38, 12, 14] . For instance, for the H A term in (1), the rewritten interaction term reads [14, 17] 
On the other hand, it can be shown that any interaction term that can be constructed at leading order is on-shell equivalent to the ones presented in (1). Any difference can be accounted for by explicit contact terms of the NLO Lagrangian [33, 28] . Therefore we stick to the simplest LO interaction terms.
The next-to-leading-order Lagrangian
A complete NLO Lagrangian for the baryon-octet sector is given in [31, 27] . But a complete NLO Lagrangian including the decuplet baryons has not been constructed so far. It can be split up into a transition part involving one baryon-decuplet and one baryon-octet field and in a part involving solely the decuplet fields. In the next subsection we will construct the complete and minimal NLO Lagrangian for the transition part. In subsection 3.2 we will address the pure decuplet sector. In subsection 3.3 we comment on the construction of the NLO Lagrangian for the baryon-octet sector.
The NLO Lagrangian contains all independent terms of order p 2 where p denotes a small momentum or Goldstone boson mass. The pertinent building blocks of O(p 2 ) are [39, 26, 25, 24] χ ± , and O
with χ ± = u † χu † ± uχ † u and χ = 2B 0 (s + ip) obtained from the scalar source s and the pseudoscalar source p. The scalar source contains the quark mass matrix. Formally χ ± constitute flavor nonets, i.e. octet plus singlet. The low-energy constant B 0 is essentially the ratio of the light-quark condensate and the square of the pion-decay constant; see, e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6] .
The field strengths are given by
The field strengths constitute flavor octets. Interactions with electromagnetism can be studied by the replacement [5] 
with the photon field A µ and the proton charge e.
In (14), only the symmetric combination of derivative and u µ appears because the antisymmetric combination satisfies [25] :
Let us add some general remarks: Interaction terms can be rewritten with the use of the equations of motion that emerge from the LO Lagrangian; see, e.g., [26, 25, 24] . One can show that the differences are beyond the order that one considers. The LO equations of motion (including constraint equations) read
Here p denotes a soft momentum. It is important to note that on the respective right-hand side of (19) there is always a u µ (at order p). In general, (chiral) derivatives acting on the baryon fields do not produce small momenta. In other words such terms are not suppressed. However, commutators of such derivatives are suppressed [26, 25] :
A corresponding relation holds for the decuplet baryons. As a consequence one obtains
and therefore the LO Klein-Gordon equations read
Transition sector
For completeness let us first construct the LO Lagrangian for the transition part. The building blocks are -oneB and one T µ ; -one or no u ν ; -arbitrary many gamma matrices; -arbitrary many chiral derivatives acting on T µ ; -a γ 5 if required by parity symmetry.
Note that a Levi-Civita symbol can be traded in for a γ 5 and a couple of gamma matrices [1] . Thus we do not consider it separately. Up to total derivatives that do not change the equations of motion, the derivatives acting on B can be reshuffled such that they act on T µ plus terms of order O(p 2 ). If there is no u ν then we have only one octet and one decuplet. This cannot be combined to a flavor singlet. Thus one needs the u ν . Terms where gamma matrices are contracted with each other can be simplified by using the anticommutation relations of gamma matrices. One obtains terms with less many gamma matrices. Terms where derivatives are contracted with gamma matrices or with themselves can be simplified by the equations of motion (19) or the Klein-Gordon equation (23) . The same holds for terms where T µ is contracted with a gamma matrix or a derivative. Thus T µ must be contracted with u µ . This leads to the h A term of (1).
The building blocks for the transition part of the NLO Lagrangian are -oneB and one T µ ; -one of the O(p 2 ) structures given in (14); -arbitrary many gamma matrices; -arbitrary many chiral derivatives acting on T µ ; -a γ 5 if required by parity symmetry.
Note that one of the O(p 2 ) structures must appear. Otherwise the case is already covered by our previous considerations. Up to total derivatives that do not change the equations of motion, the derivatives acting onB can be reshuffled such that they act on T µ plus terms of order O(p 3 ).
With the same considerations as before we can rewrite terms with gamma matrices and derivatives contracted among themselves or with T µ . Thus T µ must be contracted with a structure from (14) . This excludes χ ± and leaves us with one of the O µν 2 structures. One index of O µν 2 is contracted with T µ . The second index must be contracted with a gamma matrix or with a hard derivative acting on T µ .
We will show now that the latter case can be rewritten into the former [26] . Note that the structure that we will write down next has a yet to be specified flavor structure. For the arguments that we use this flavor structure is, however, not important. Apart from the flavor structure, the NLO terms with one hard derivative read
The appearance or absence of γ 5 depends on the choice for O µν 2 . It is dictated by parity symmetry, see Appendix B below. For the first term in the sum that appears in the last expression in (24), we use the equation of motion from (19) . Thus the hard derivative is effectively replaced by a gamma matrix. For the second term we use integration by parts (in the action) to reshuffle the derivative such that it acts onB. The extra term where the derivative acts on O µν 2 is of order O(p 3 ). When the derivative acts on B we can use the Dirac equation from (19) . In case that γ 5 is present one uses the Dirac equation after anticommutation. Again we find that the derivative is effectively replaced by a gamma matrix.
The previous considerations have shown that apart from the flavor structure there are only four types of terms:
We note again that the appearance or absence of γ 5 is dictated by parity symmetry, see Appendix B below. We will show now that the last term of (25) is redundant. This term induces (flavor symmetric) three-point couplings between a decuplet baryon, an octet baryon and a pseudoscalar meson, just like the LO term ∼ h A from (1) does. There is only one partial wave for the corresponding decay, a p-wave. Therefore it should be clear that all flavor symmetric terms that introduce this three-point coupling must be on-shell equivalent. In other words, in a complete and minimal NLO Lagrangian the last term of (25) should not appear. Using (18) we obtain (25) . Thus we can concentrate on
Using again the equations of motion (19) produces terms that resemble the h A term of the LO Lagrangian (1) and terms that contain u ν u µ . In this context, we recall that the right-hand side of (19) brings in the additional u µ . But terms of the type ∼ u ν u µ appear explicitly in (25) if they containB and T ν , i.e. if they belong at all to the transition sector. Terms of the pure baryon-octet sector ∼B . . . B or of the pure decuplet sector ∼T µ . . . T ν are not of our concern for the moment. But also in these sectors, terms with u ν u µ are accounted for explicitly, as discussed in the next two subsections.
We have shown that only the first three terms in (25) contribute to a complete and minimal NLO Lagrangian for the octet-to-decuplet transition sector. Finally, we have to pin down all possibilities for the flavor structure. The first two terms in (25) involve two flavor octets and one decuplet. There is only one way to construct a flavor-symmetry invariant interaction Lagrangian, i.e. a flavor singlet:
We recall that f + comes with a γ 5 , while f − does not. The construction of the pertinent flavor structures for the third term in (25) is more complex. We will involve some group theory documented in Appendix A. The result of all our considerations is
where "h.c." denotes the hermitian conjugate for the preceding four terms. The appearance or absence of i's is chosen such that the coupling constants c ... are real if charge conjugation symmetry holds.
Decuplet sector
The procedure resembles the one for the transition sector. But now we have two vector-spinors for the baryon fields. For the construction of the pertinent interaction terms, it is useful to know the transformation behavior with respect to parity flip and charge conjugation. This information is summarized in Appendix B. First, we discuss briefly the LO structures. If no u µ appears one obtains the terms of the (chiralized) free Lagrangian. For terms with one u µ one might contract it with one baryon vector-spinor. But then the other baryon field would be contracted with a derivative or a gamma matrix which leads to subleading terms on account of the constraint equations in (19) . Thus the two baryon fields must be contracted with each other while u µ is contracted with a derivative or a gamma matrix. Parity enforces the appearance of γ 5 . However, the combination of γ 5 and a derivative (acting on a baryon field) is odd with respect to charge conjugation. Thus we have finally exactly one term with one u µ in the LO Lagrangian. This is the H A term that appears in (1) .
Based on the previous considerations the NLO Lagrangian has the following building blocks structures from (14); -a γ 5 if required by parity symmetry.
We will now go through the various O(p 2 ) structures one by one.
The χ − structure involves a γ 5 ; see also [26] for the corresponding spin-1/2 baryon case. However, if γ 5 is the only spinor matrix the resulting expression is further suppressed. This can be most easily seen in the Pauli-Dirac representation of the Dirac spinors and spinor matrices [40] . Here the lower two components of the Dirac spinors are small (in the low-energy regime) while γ 5 is off-diagonal and therefore mixes large and small components.
The χ + constitutes a flavor nonet structure, i.e. a singlet and an octet. Both couple in a unique way to the baryon decuplet and baryon anti-decuplet. Thus we obtain terms ∼T 
denotes the traceless/octet part of χ + [26] . These terms lead to mass splitting and mass shift, respectively. To be in line with the mass term in the LO Lagrangian (1) we use instead
Next we turn to f µν + . In principle one finds the following four structures
In the following we will suppress the flavor structure because it is always the same. We will now show that two of the terms in (32) are suppressed and one is redundant. On account of (20) , (21) the term with the two chiral derivatives acting on T is not of NLO. It is of order O(p 4 ), not O(p 2 ). With the same rewriting as in (24) , one can relate the last two terms of (32) . Finally, we will rewrite the second term into the first. To this end we introducef
and use [41] 
Using the first constraint equation of (19) one finds after some simple rewriting:
Thus we use as the single f + structure in a minimal NLO Lagrangian the quantity
Next we study the structures f turns the gamma matrices into γ µν . This term is antisymmetric with respect to charge conjugation and therefore forbidden. Finally, we discuss the terms containing u µ u ν . Disregarding for a moment the flavor composition, the independent structures arē
Two more structures are conceivable, but they are redundant:T µ u α u β γ αβ T µ can be related to the last term in (37) using the same manipulations as in (35) .T µ u α u β iγ α D β T µ can be related to the second term in (37) using the procedure outlined in (24) . Note that we have symmetrized the hard derivatives in the second term of (37) since the antisymmetrized part is suppressed according to (20) , (21) .
Finally we have to explore the possible flavor structures; see also the discussion in Appendix A. To this end we construct 27-plets and octets from the baryon fields:
+ terms with D's acting onT . (41)
For the meson part we consider the decomposition of a pair of meson octets into irreducible representations: 8 ⊗ 8 = 1 S ⊕ 8 S ⊕ 8 A ⊕ 10 A ⊕10 A ⊕ 27 S where S denotes symmetric and A antisymmetric under exchange of the two octet fields. In the first two terms of (37), the two meson fields are symmetric under exchange. Thus we only need the singlet, the octet O D from (62) and the 27-plet from (64). This leads to the terms
For the last term in (37), one option would be to build irreducible representations from a baryon and a meson field. On account of 8⊗10 = 8⊕10⊕27⊕35 this yields four independent structures. Yet to be in line with the previous construction principles we will build separate irreducible representations from the meson fields and from the baryon fields. To this end we use 10 ⊗10 = 1 ⊕ 8 ⊕ 27 ⊕ 64, which leads to the four combinations
A minimal and complete NLO Lagrangian for the pure decuplet sector is given by the sum of the terms in (31), (36) , (42) , and (43).
Octet sector
The construction of the NLO Lagrangian for baryon-octet chiral perturbation theory has been performed in [31, 27] . With a slight change in labeling the low-energy constants it can be written as
We have nothing to add to this Lagrangian. We just want to compare it to the Lagrangian of the decuplet sector and interpret its structures from the point of view of irreducible representations. The three terms ∼ b χ,... are easy to explain. The octet plus singlet structure of χ + is matched by the singlet and two octets formed fromB ⊗ B. The corresponding structures for the decuplet sector can be found in (31) . The same construction principles concern the (magnetic) field strength terms ∼ b M,... . On account of (35), the corresponding structure (36) in the decuplet sector looks somewhat different, but is equivalent.
Turning to the meson-baryon scattering terms we have chosen the labels for the low-energy constants such that terms ∼ b i,... correspond to the terms ∼ d i,... from (42) and (43) for i = 1, 2, 3. What remains to be understood is the multiplet structure of the b i,... terms. Instead of constructing higher irreducible representations it is common practice in the octet sector to just multiply 3 × 3 matrices in all conceivable independent ways. In practice, the Cayley-Hamilton theorem is very useful to get rid of redundant structures [4, 25, 24] . Yet one should find with both methods the same number of terms -though in different linear combinations. This is what we will show now.
The terms ∼ b 1,... and ∼ b 2,... are essentially symmetric when exchanging the meson fields. For the b 2,... terms this can be better seen when rewriting iγ µ D ν terms to {D µ , D ν }; see the corresponding discussion in subsection 3.2 after (37). Thus the mesons can build the irreducible representations of a singlet, octet, and 27-plet. The baryon fields can build one singlet, two octets, and one 27-plet. Thus one finds 4 independent structures -in line with the four terms ∼ b 1,... and the four terms ∼ b 2,... .
In the terms ∼ b 3,... the σ µν antisymmetrizes the meson fields. The corresponding irreducible representations are an octet, a decuplet, and an anti-decuplet. The baryon fields provide two octets, one decuplet, and one anti-decuplet. The octet structures can be seen in the terms ∼ b 3,2 and ∼ b 3,3 . The combination of a meson decuplet and a baryon anti-decuplet is neither hermitian nor symmetric with respect to charge conjugation symmetry. Thus one has to build one proper combination of the decuplets and anti-decuplets. In total, this yields a third b 3,... term.
Thus we have found that the method of building irreducible representations yields a consistent number of NLO terms for the baryon-octet sector.
Determination of some low-energy constants
In this and the next section we will determine some of the low-energy constants, i.e. some of the parameters of the NLO Lagrangian.
We start with the flavor-breaking terms ∼ χ + as given in (31) and (44) . At leading order, all members of one bayon multiplet have the same mass. The flavor breaking terms provide mass splitting and overall mass shifts for both multiplets.
If all meson and external fields are put to zero, then χ + reduces to 4B 0 M with the quark mass matrix M. In the following we ignore isospin breaking. Typically isospin breaking effects are in size comparable to electromagnetic corrections. Thus it would not be reasonable to consider one while ignoring the other. In the isospin limit, one finds
and [4] 
with the (isospin averaged) mass of the pion/kaon, m π/K .
At NLO accuracy one, finds the following relations between the decuplet masses and the NLO parameters
Note that χ + produces also meson-baryon four-point interactions. Thus, in principle, the mass-shift parameter d χ,(1) can be determined from meson-baryon scattering phase shifts. In practice, however, there are no direct data on meson-baryon scattering for the spin-3/2 baryons. Numerically we obtain d χ,(8) ≈ 0.47 GeV −1 . This constitutes a quite natural value considering the typical hard scale of about 1 GeV as set by the nucleon mass or by the scale of chiral symmetry breaking, 4πF π . For the righthand side of (49) and (50) we find 1.24 GeV and 1.53 GeV, respectively, in very reasonable agreement with the experimental values for the masses of ∆ and Ξ * [8] . The same quality can be obtained in the octet sector. Again, the term ∼ b χ,(1) from (44) leads to an overall mass shift, while the octet terms ∼ b χ,D and ∼ b χ,F provide the mass splitting, in line with [42, 43, 44] . Numerical values for the shifted mass and for the splitting parameters are given, for instance, in [45] :
The term (36) provides an anomalous magnetic moment for the decuplet states. It is worth to point out why this is at NLO a magnetic interaction and not an electric one. As can be most easily seen in the Pauli-Dirac representation [40] the constraint equations of (19) suppress
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3.7 to 7.5 2.7 ± 3.5 -------−2.02 ± 0.05 Table 1 . NLO predictions and experimental values [8] for the magnetic moments of the decuplet baryons in units of nuclear magnetons. The magnetic moment of the Ω baryon is fitted. Table 2 . NLO fit and experimental values [8] for the magnetic moments of the octet baryons in units of nuclear magnetons.
The last column provides the magnetic transition moment for Σ 0 → Λ.
the T 0 component relative to the spatial components of the vector-spinor field. Thus the NLO part of (36) contains only the field f ij + , which is related to the magnetic field strength on account of (17) . The same is true for the terms ∼ b M,D/F in (44). They provide (flavor symmetric) anomalous magnetic moments for the octet baryons, in line with the seminal calculations of [46] . The decupletto-octet transitions from (29) feature a magnetic transition moment ∼ c M and an axial vector electric transition moment ∼ c E .
We stress again that at NLO there is only one term, ∼ d M , that provides an anomalous magnetic moment for the decuplet states, one term, ∼ c M , that provides a magnetic transition moment, and one term, ∼ c E , that provides an axial vector electric transition moment. Sometimes in the literature, more terms have been written down, but at NLO accuracy they are all degenerate with one of these three terms. If one carries out an NNLO calculation it is more transparent to write down the pertinent NNLO interaction terms instead of carrying along NNLO differences between redundant NLO terms.
Concerning magnetic moments, one-loop calculations constitute the present state of the art [47, 45, 22, 48] . Of course, these calculations contain also the NLO tree-level terms that emerge from the Lagrangian of the present work. One can fit the NLO calculation to data or a calculation that includes one-loop corrections (NNLO or N 3 LO). Of course, the results obtained for the numerical values of the NLO parameters will be different. To keep the present NLO work self-consistent we provide here only the values for the NLO parameters based on an NLO calculation. For improved calculations including loop effects we refer to [47, 45, 22, 48] and references therein.
In the decuplet sector the best known magnetic moment comes from the Ω baryon [8] . Following essentially [47] we fit d M to the magnetic moment of the Ω and provide results for the other magnetic moments. Given the fact that our NLO Lagrangian provides a proper mass splitting for the decuplet states we use physical masses throughout. Therefore our results do not fit exactly with those results of [47] that are called "SU(3) symmetric". Introducing the magnetic moment µ D normalized to the nuclear magneton µ N := e/(2m N ), m N ≈ 0.94 GeV,
we obtain the following NLO relation between the normalized magnetic momentŝ
where q D denotes the electric charge of the decuplet state D and m D its mass. Results are provided in table 1. The NLO low-energy constant is given by
In the octet sector, we fit ∼ b M,D/F to the measured magnetic moments [8] . Note that there is a subtle difference to the results of [45, 22] called O(q 2 ) or "tree level" therein. In [45, 22] one overall baryon-octet mass is used. Based on the fact that our NLO Lagrangian provides the proper mass splitting for the octet baryons we use physical masses throughout. In other words, the anomalous magnetic moments are flavor symmetric, but the contribution provided by the respective charge is properly weighted by the mass of the respective baryon. We find
and the magnetic moments given in table 2. We observe agreement on a level of ±30%. Of course, the description cannot be perfect at NLO level. See also [45, 22] for discussions about the importance and size of loop effects. The magnetic transition moments are discussed in the next section. Finally, we note that the axial form factors for the transition of a ∆ to a nucleon are addressed in [49] at the one-loop level. In principle, this calculation involves the low-energy constant c E of (29) . In lack of corresponding high-quality data, it is difficult to pin down c E . We note, however, that the c E term also gives rise to a four-point interaction that couples a photon and a meson to the baryons. Thus it enters, for instance, the decay processes B(J = 3/2) → B ′ (J = 1/2)πγ. Those processes receive LO and NLO contributions, which allows for some uncertainty estimates even in the absence of data for such decays. Measuring such decays, for instance in the hyperon sector, will help to provide estimates for c E and other parameters of the decuplet sector. Calculating the threebody decay distributions at NLO accuracy is, however, beyond the scope of the present work.
Radiative transitions
At NLO all the radiative decays B(J = 3/2) → B ′ (J = 1/2) γ are given by just one interaction term ∼ c M according to the corresponding Lagrangian (29) and the replacement (17) . Thus one can determine c M by comparing to the measured decay widths for ∆ → N γ, Σ * + → Σ + γ and Σ * 0 → Λ γ [8] . The partial decay width of a decuplet baryon with mass M decaying into an octet baryon with mass m and a photon is given by
where
) is the energy (momentum) of the outgoing baryon in the rest frame of the decaying resonance. For the calculation, one needs the properties of the spin-3/2 vector-spinors collected in Appendix C.
At NLO, the coefficient c that appears in (58) is given by c M e times a flavor factor. For the various radiative decays these flavor factors are provided in table 3. Table 3 . NLO predictions (in bold) and experimental values [8] for the branching ratios of the radiative decuplet decays (third column). The second column shows the calculated flavor factors and the last column contains cM as determined from the respective experimental value.
Matching to the measured decay widths yields the average c M = (1.92 ± 0.08) GeV −1 . With this input, one can make an NLO prediction for the unknown decays widths Σ * 0 → Σ 0 γ and Ξ * 0 → Ξ 0 γ. This is provided in table 3 as the bold entries.
Unfortunately, at NLO one cannot obtain a non-trivial prediction for the decays Σ * − → Σ − γ and Ξ * − → Ξ − γ. These decays break flavor symmetry, or more specifically U-spin symmetry (see also, e.g., [50] ). Since in (29) the NLO interaction term ∼ c M is completely flavor symmetric, U-spin symmetry is exact.
Let us give some details on the role of U-spin for the considered decays: Like isospin concerns up and down quarks, U-spin concerns down and strange quarks. The four negatively charged decuplet states ∆ − , Σ * − , Ξ * − , and Ω form a U-spin quartet. The two negatively charged octet states Σ − and Ξ − constitute a U-spin doublet. But the photon is a U-spin singlet since down and strange quark has the same electric charge. U-spin symmetry forbids the transition from a quartet to a doublet plus singlet.
Of course, U-spin symmetry is broken at some point in the chiral expansion. For the radiative decays this happens at NNLO. For the one-loop contributions to NNLO the mesons in the loops carry different masses as obtained from the mesonic LO chiral Lagrangian [4, 5, 6 ]. This will lead to non-vanishing decay widths for the radiative decays Σ * − → Σ − γ and Ξ * − → Ξ − γ. Interestingly, one can expect that the results from the loop calculation will be finite, i.e. do not require renormalization. The reason is that flavor-symmetry breaking counter terms for these processes appear only at N 3 LO since such structures must involve a symmetry breaking term χ ± and a field strength f µν + , which in total is at least of order O(p 4 ). Such calculations are beyond the scope of the present NLO work. Without being able to give numerical values for the decays widths Σ * − → Σ − γ and Ξ * − → Ξ − γ, one can at least conclude that these widths are small compared to the predictions for the other radiative decays.
A Some group theory
We want to find the proper flavor structures for the third term of (25) . The first step is to combine the two mesons to irreducible representations [51, 52] and to do the same for the two baryons. One obtains 8⊗8 = 1⊕8⊕8⊕10⊕10⊕27 and 8 ⊗ 10 = 8 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 27 ⊕ 35. Thus to construct a singlet for an interaction Lagrangian one has four possibilities: First, to take 27-plets from the mesons and the baryons. Second, to take the anti-decuplet from the mesons and the decuplet from the baryons. Finally, to take one from the two-meson octets and the octet from the baryons.
The general properties of the relevant multiplets are: The octet has one upper and one lower index and is traceless. (One might re-interpret the upper and lower index as row and column index, respectively.) We recall that upper indices transform with h under flavor transformations while the lower components transform with h † . The (anti-)decuplet has three upper (lower) indices and is fully symmetric in all indices. Indeed this yields ten states: 3 states with all indices identical, 6 states with two indices identical, 1 state with all three indices different. 3 + 6 + 1 = 10.
The 27-plet has two upper and two lower indices. It is symmetric in its upper indices and also symmetric in its lower ones. In addition, it is traceless with respect to any contraction of an upper with a lower index. In fact, these are 27 independent states: One has 6 combinations for the upper and 6 for the lower components. The fact that the tensor should be traceless places 9 constraints (the various choices for the two non-contracted indices). 6 * 6 − 9 = 27.
For completeness, we note that the 35-plet has four upper and one lower index. It is fully symmetric in its upper indices and traceless with respect to any contraction of an upper with the lower index. The condition that the trace vanishes takes away 10 degrees of freedom. Thus one should find 45 combinations. The lower index allows for 3 choices. Thus one should get 15 combinations from having four fully symmetrized upper indices. Indeed, there are 3 states with all indices the same, 6 states with three indices the same, 3 states with two indices the same and also the other two the same, and 3 states with two indices the same and the others mutually different and to the pair. 3 * (3 + 6 + 3 + 3) − 10 = 35.
We start with the octet constructed from the baryons:
The corresponding decuplet is 
The octets constructed from the meson fields (u µ ) and (u ν ) can be chosen to be symmetric and antisymmetric, respectively, with respect to an exchange of the two fields: 
B Discrete symmetries
In the following, we list how fermion bilinears transform with respect to parity P and charge conjugation C. We denote the parity transformation matrix for Lorentz vectors by (P µν ). It is defined like the metric tensor (g µν ), but with an additional sign flip for the spatial components. Note that T µ transforms with an extra minus relative to B concerning parity, but not concerning charge conjugation.
First, we study bilinears built from a spin-1/2 antiparticle fieldB and a spin-3/2 particle field T µ [37, 53, 11, 14] . We findB 
The upper/lower sign refers to the case without/with γ 5 .
Next we turn to the bilinears built from a pair of spin-3/2 fields. These combinations transform as
As before, the upper/lower sign refers to the case without/with γ 5 .
C Vector-spinors
Spin-3/2 states are described by vector-spinors [37, 53, 11, 14] . They satisfy 
where p 0 = m 2 + p 2 denotes the energy of the particle described by the vector-spinor and m its mass. The projector on spin 3/2 is defined by Note that for (77), the scalar product p 2 appearing in (78) can be replaced by m 2 .
